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About the Fund

Snippets
We have mentioned before the particular place that St Nicolas Church, Newbury has in the life
of the Fund: all the current Trustees were effectively recruited through it. It was good,
therefore, for Sheila and Andy to be invited to present on the recent visit at an Africa
evening celebrating links between the church and that continent. It turned out
to be our last “live” event before the COVID-19 lockdown.
Mention of the recruitment of Trustees, turns us to that topic. We
are just five; Laura joined formally in 2016 and the rest have now
enjoyed 15 years in the role. We really do need and would
welcome some new faces participating in the activities and
decision-making of the Fund and helping it to move forward.
One thing the current situation has shown us is how much
can now be achieved online; our next Trustees meeting will
be via the Zoom conferencing App. Wherever you are, if you
would like to consider coming on board and sharing in our
enjoyment and satisfaction of being involved with such a
worthwhile project, please do contact us by e-mail or phone
(details on final page). We would love to hear from you.
Just as Sheila and Andy were travelling to Heathrow airport
to catch their flight to Nairobi in early February, Jenny and
Laura were visiting our friends at the Twickenham United
Reform Church for a splendid Haggis & Neeps lunch in aid of
the Fund. It was a lovely happy event and we are very grateful
for the continued support.
Way back in our history, as Trevor has reminded us, Miriam met the
Dalai Lama and we started supporting a group of Tibetan exiles in
northern India largely through individual sponsorship. This continues
in a small way. Last year ten of our supporters were linked with the same
number at the Tibetan Homes Foundation established in 1963. They recently
sent pictures of their 57th anniversary celebration on 23 April (social distancing
observed!) and thanks for “remaining with us”; we in turn, pass those on to the sponsors.

Dear Friends,

We are a small charity, founded in the late 1940s, when it operated out of Miriam Dean’s home. We reach out to
some of the world’s poorest and most marginalised people in close partnership with established local
groups, providing resources to turn their ideas into a positive reality. Whilst children and young
people are a major focus – orphaned, abandoned or handicapped, at risk or in poor health – we
aim to help as best we are able where we identify a need. We also support health and wellbeing initiatives so raising the aspirations of all with whom we are in touch.
We fund activities abroad working only through trusted and regularly visited friends – we
know the people we serve! At home, we aim to maintain personal contact with our
supporters wherever possible, hoping to make it feel like an extended family.

How our lives have changed since our last newsletter! We are now socially distanced from our neighbours
and the wider community and are suddenly grateful for all those technologies that enable physical
distance whilst remaining in contact with our friends and loved ones.
Clearly COVID-19 is a serious matter, and our lives have changed so much and so fast that the fabric of our
society appears torn, hopefully to reveal a new neighbourliness and sense of community. The circumstances of
change are often painful and entail loss but let’s hope that the result will be a better, more caring and inclusive
society, both nationally and globally.

We do all this voluntarily. We have no staff or premises and minimal expenses
(covered by income from funds awaiting allocation), so that we can send
overseas every penny given to us by individuals. At the moment, we are
sending around £140,000 each year.

Here at the Miriam Dean Fund we are grateful that the MDF family is a close knit
one and of necessity staying in touch has generally been at a distance,
both with you, our supporters and our beneficiaries overseas. As a
result, the actual workings of the fund remain unaffected and
the links have been maintained.

We believe that the poor, of whatever race or creed, are the special concern
of “the great love at the heart of all that is”. Consequently, they are our
special concern too – and that is our motivation.
Small print: We are sending you this newsletter because you have indicated your
consent, or you have donated within the last 18 months. You can change your
consent by contacting us (see below). We promise to keep your details securely and
will never pass them to a third party.

We are in regular contact with our Partners and have
received some initial feedback about the effects of the
pandemic. Initially, we had thought that additional
PPE might be beneficial, particularly in the hospice and
other medical establishments who may be facing similar
problems as our own NHS. However, the response
received so far has been clear and shows the deep cost
of poverty. We have been told that food is a greater
necessity both to boost base health levels and to manage
the consequences of the tight lockdown restrictions.

Postscript
THE MIRIAM DEAN FUND IN 30 SECONDS
In essence the fund is all about love – the act of giving without the
expectation to receive anything in return. We are a family of three parts:
You, our loyal supporters who give your donations; Us, the trustees and other
helpers who give their time, and those inspirational and selfless carers who run
the projects in order to improve the lives, and in some cases give life to the most
marginalised and disadvantaged people; who are also our family.

We report inside the outcome of the visit to our Partners
in Kenya and South Africa; this being a key way of assuring
ourselves that our grants are being well used. The
circumstances of its timing could not have been known when
planning, but it turned out that the trip was completed just
before international travel became an impossibility.

The enigma in this is that the gift of love is returned, for it is written: “Give and you will
receive. Your gift will return to you in full – pressed down, shaken together to make room
for more, running over and poured into your lap.” (Luke, 6:18)
As one family, may we all share the gift of love without attachment or investment. For that is Divine!
Robert

Hidden House, 3 Ladwell Close,

We had said that we would send double the number of newsletters this time to encourage you to give
them away and help to recruit new supporters. That doesn’t quite seem the right thing to ask in the
current circumstances. Let’s hope we can do that with the next.

www.miriamdeanfund.org.uk

Newbury RG14 6PJ
Trustees:
Jenny & Robert Buchanan, Sheila & Andy Moore, Laura Buchanan,
Miriam Dean Refugee Trust Fund Charity No: 269655

Telephone: 01635 34979
Email: trustees@miriamdeanfund.org.uk

Toddler in East London pre-school

In the last Newsletter we said that we were undertaking
some re-branding; we have updated the look and
format of the newsletter and will be doing the same
with our website. However, we hope you would agree
that we have retained the feel of the previous trusted
format that reflects the ethos of the charity so well.

‘reaching out to the world’s poorest’

Overseas visit

Loaves and Fishes Network

As we indicated in the last Newsletter, Sheila and Andy visited our Partners in Nairobi and East
London back in February. Here is the report back.

Community Organisation Development Initiative
We arrived on Sunday evening, linked up with
Nicholas and then set out on the Monday to see
something of the many small but important
projects that make up the work that CODI does
so well in the Kawangware area of Nairobi. This
is a deprived district of some 1 million people
with very poor infrastructure. In a borrowed
car (which consumed more water than fuel!)
we bounced over the back-street tracks, at one
moment trapped in a giant pothole until help
arrived, to see the work.
CODI’s mission is to the “youth” of the area; the
definition extends to those in their mid-twenties.
We met the group in the picture. They have no
regular work – a car was being washed with riverwater – and without Nicholas’ guidance would
most likely be into gangs and criminal activity
often leading to arrest or being shot. Nicholas and
Alan (CODI’s Secretary) meet with them regularly
and motivate them into positive activity – for
example picking up litter, of which there is plenty.

led to a project to farm chickens and rabbits. A
friend of Nicholas, from his church, has a plot of
land in which he is developing a From Nothing to
Something garden as a wedding venue. CODI has
adapted a building on this land as a place to breed
relatively small numbers of chickens and rabbits for
niche markets. The Fund has provided some setup
money to get this into shape, but we identified a
new requirement to help the project along. An
incubator would mean that the eggs laid can be
hatched at the facility rather than paying for others
to do this. We are looking to raise ~£1,000 to send
in the autumn.
On Tuesday we saw something more of Nairobi: the
wild animal orphanage and government buildings
in the centre and met up with Agnes (CODI’s
Treasurer). This is a remarkable Partner; we have
sent ~£11k this year (to include the purchase of a
motorbike) and the very small team achieve a great
deal with such limited resources.

For some of these lads there have been
opportunities provided by CODI to train as a
pair to run small barbershops or laundries. 18
barbershops, with two more starting this year, and
10 laundries are now in operation. We learned that
men’s fashion requires a shaven head every couple
of weeks, and with no running water to homes in
the area a laundry is also useful; these are wellchosen trades.
We encourage CODI (as with all our partners) to
try to diversify their sources of income. This has

Nicholas with the Youth
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East London is a city on the Indian Ocean coast
of South Africa; it has an interesting German
heritage originating from the diversion by the
British of a battalion of soldiers who were allies
in the Crimean War. Meeting the wonderful
Pateka (General Manager of Loaves & Fishes
Network) at the airport, our journey to where
we stayed was delayed by crowds arriving for
the T20 cricket match between South Africa and
England at the nearby ground (we lost!).
A lot has changed at L&FN since previous visits.
After the security gates were stolen from the
depot (nothing else!), operations moved to a new
centre and the search is on agaain as the current
depot is really too small. The new Chair of L&FN is
Xoliswa (starts with a “click” in the Khoza language)
Tom; previously a member of the Eastern Cape
legislature, she combined clear authority with a
lovely rapport with the toddlers in the several Early
Childhood Development Centres (ECDCs) that we
visited.

An Anniversary Tribute to Miriam Dean
enthusiastic staff. This was one of five ECDCs that
we drove around; some in urban areas and one
well out of the city in a rural setting. Their premises
varied from shacks to new purpose-built facilities,
but all were meeting a real need in deprived areas.
We were encouraged to hear that almost all L&FN’s
income is donated from within South Africa. Our
contribution to their core programme is quite
modest; but it was emphasised how much we were
valued for long-term and regular support which
assures them of continuation in their excellent
work.

Compassion, of course, was the key, one so deep
that she decided to dedicate her life to it in her
forties – “to lift” as she said, “just a tiny corner of
the vast weight of suffering”.
Secondly, she allowed nothing to stand in her
way, approaching anyone from heads of state
downwards for help. And they all found her a hard
lady to resist!
She was also a Universalist. At first a
Christadelphian, she came to embrace both
Quakerism and Buddhism. It wasn’t how much you
believed that mattered, but how much you cared.

At the depot we saw a training session going
on and caught up on the statistics. Support to
individual ECDCs is offered for a period of about
3-4 years during which training is provided to staff
and food supplied for the meals prepared at each
centre; after this, contact is maintained but the
ECDC runs its own affairs. There are 22 centres
currently being supported and around 300 in a
very wide area that have “graduated”.
One such graduate is at Masonwabe, on the
edge of the Mdantsane Township from the
apartheid era, where the Fund had previously
helped to install a new prefabricated building and
equipment. We went back there and were pleased
to find it thriving; 41 children on the register and

How best to pen a tribute to dear Miriam,
forty years on from her passing? The history
– from Dean’s Bakery in Friern Barnet to her
last intrepid journey to the Dalai Lama thirty
years later – has been well enough told. Best,
perhaps, to ask what drove her and what we
can learn from her legacy?

Miriam with the Dalai Lama

And she meditated. Every morning she sat in
silence, offering herself to the Divine Love which
sustained her passion and stiffened her sinews for
the struggles of travelling and fund-raising.
She left us a compelling legacy. In Mother Teresa’s
words, “we can’t change the whole world, but we
can all do small things with great love.”
Trevor Dorey

Grants
We have sent out grants to our Partners in the last couple of months as we always do at this time
of year. You may recall from previous newsletters that much of the money goes towards meeting
their essential running costs; a good deal to their loyal staff who continue to deliver whilst being
modestly paid. We always make sure that we can fund “one-off” requests, and the motorbike for
CODI (see p2) is a good example of that. Some further examples from southern India this year are:
• additional toilets and redecoration at the Mannackanad Special School as requested by Sr Rani;
• Sr Anastasia asked for a vital organ monitor for the Jeevan Jyothi Hospice;

Xoliswa Tom, Chair L&FN

• Murugan told us that he needed a new bus for RUADT; we could not afford the whole cost, but we
have made a contribution towards it.

www.miriamdeanfund.org.uk
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problems as our own NHS. However, the response
received so far has been clear and shows the deep cost
of poverty. We have been told that food is a greater
necessity both to boost base health levels and to manage
the consequences of the tight lockdown restrictions.

Postscript
THE MIRIAM DEAN FUND IN 30 SECONDS
In essence the fund is all about love – the act of giving without the
expectation to receive anything in return. We are a family of three parts:
You, our loyal supporters who give your donations; Us, the trustees and other
helpers who give their time, and those inspirational and selfless carers who run
the projects in order to improve the lives, and in some cases give life to the most
marginalised and disadvantaged people; who are also our family.

We report inside the outcome of the visit to our Partners
in Kenya and South Africa; this being a key way of assuring
ourselves that our grants are being well used. The
circumstances of its timing could not have been known when
planning, but it turned out that the trip was completed just
before international travel became an impossibility.

The enigma in this is that the gift of love is returned, for it is written: “Give and you will
receive. Your gift will return to you in full – pressed down, shaken together to make room
for more, running over and poured into your lap.” (Luke, 6:18)
As one family, may we all share the gift of love without attachment or investment. For that is Divine!
Robert

Hidden House, 3 Ladwell Close,

We had said that we would send double the number of newsletters this time to encourage you to give
them away and help to recruit new supporters. That doesn’t quite seem the right thing to ask in the
current circumstances. Let’s hope we can do that with the next.
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Miriam Dean Refugee Trust Fund Charity No: 269655

Telephone: 01635 34979
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Toddler in East London pre-school

In the last Newsletter we said that we were undertaking
some re-branding; we have updated the look and
format of the newsletter and will be doing the same
with our website. However, we hope you would agree
that we have retained the feel of the previous trusted
format that reflects the ethos of the charity so well.
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Snippets
We have mentioned before the particular place that St Nicolas Church, Newbury has in the life
of the Fund: all the current Trustees were effectively recruited through it. It was good,
therefore, for Sheila and Andy to be invited to present on the recent visit at an Africa
evening celebrating links between the church and that continent. It turned out
to be our last “live” event before the COVID-19 lockdown.
Mention of the recruitment of Trustees, turns us to that topic. We
are just five; Laura joined formally in 2016 and the rest have now
enjoyed 15 years in the role. We really do need and would
welcome some new faces participating in the activities and
decision-making of the Fund and helping it to move forward.
One thing the current situation has shown us is how much
can now be achieved online; our next Trustees meeting will
be via the Zoom conferencing App. Wherever you are, if you
would like to consider coming on board and sharing in our
enjoyment and satisfaction of being involved with such a
worthwhile project, please do contact us by e-mail or phone
(details on final page). We would love to hear from you.
Just as Sheila and Andy were travelling to Heathrow airport
to catch their flight to Nairobi in early February, Jenny and
Laura were visiting our friends at the Twickenham United
Reform Church for a splendid Haggis & Neeps lunch in aid of
the Fund. It was a lovely happy event and we are very grateful
for the continued support.
Way back in our history, as Trevor has reminded us, Miriam met the
Dalai Lama and we started supporting a group of Tibetan exiles in
northern India largely through individual sponsorship. This continues
in a small way. Last year ten of our supporters were linked with the same
number at the Tibetan Homes Foundation established in 1963. They recently
sent pictures of their 57th anniversary celebration on 23 April (social distancing
observed!) and thanks for “remaining with us”; we in turn, pass those on to the sponsors.

Dear Friends,

We are a small charity, founded in the late 1940s, when it operated out of Miriam Dean’s home. We reach out to
some of the world’s poorest and most marginalised people in close partnership with established local
groups, providing resources to turn their ideas into a positive reality. Whilst children and young
people are a major focus – orphaned, abandoned or handicapped, at risk or in poor health – we
aim to help as best we are able where we identify a need. We also support health and wellbeing initiatives so raising the aspirations of all with whom we are in touch.
We fund activities abroad working only through trusted and regularly visited friends – we
know the people we serve! At home, we aim to maintain personal contact with our
supporters wherever possible, hoping to make it feel like an extended family.

How our lives have changed since our last newsletter! We are now socially distanced from our neighbours
and the wider community and are suddenly grateful for all those technologies that enable physical
distance whilst remaining in contact with our friends and loved ones.
Clearly COVID-19 is a serious matter, and our lives have changed so much and so fast that the fabric of our
society appears torn, hopefully to reveal a new neighbourliness and sense of community. The circumstances of
change are often painful and entail loss but let’s hope that the result will be a better, more caring and inclusive
society, both nationally and globally.

We do all this voluntarily. We have no staff or premises and minimal expenses
(covered by income from funds awaiting allocation), so that we can send
overseas every penny given to us by individuals. At the moment, we are
sending around £140,000 each year.

Here at the Miriam Dean Fund we are grateful that the MDF family is a close knit
one and of necessity staying in touch has generally been at a distance,
both with you, our supporters and our beneficiaries overseas. As a
result, the actual workings of the fund remain unaffected and
the links have been maintained.

We believe that the poor, of whatever race or creed, are the special concern
of “the great love at the heart of all that is”. Consequently, they are our
special concern too – and that is our motivation.
Small print: We are sending you this newsletter because you have indicated your
consent, or you have donated within the last 18 months. You can change your
consent by contacting us (see below). We promise to keep your details securely and
will never pass them to a third party.
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pandemic. Initially, we had thought that additional
PPE might be beneficial, particularly in the hospice and
other medical establishments who may be facing similar
problems as our own NHS. However, the response
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